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Small business owners across America are ready for Congress to get to work to improve the economy.
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Mandate to Work on Economy
Small business owners expect Congress  
to take action to grow the economy,  
which they see as directly linked to their 

business results.

Hopeful Business Climate
Small business is hopeful about their own 
business outcomes in 2017. If Congress 
will take promised action, small business 
is ready to do their part to kickstart growth 

in the economy.

Hope in Congress
Small business has not given up hope on 
action from Congress on the important 
issues facing the nation. These “main 
street” business owners, who make up the 
backbone of the U.S. economy, encourage 

the nation to give Congress a chance.

It’s time for Congress to  
improve the economy:

My business revenues will  
be higher in 2017:

Congress will take action  
on my behalf:

A growing economy will  
help my business:

I plan to invest in my business  
(inventory, equipment, capital, etc.):

The country should give Congress  
a chance on pro-growth action:

Priorities for Congress
Any action by Congress on the economy 
would be viewed as a win by small business. 
All of the proposed economic reforms 
received high levels of support from small 
business owners who communicated high 
direct correlation to their business results.

Economic reforms would help my 
business:

Tax Relief and Simplification
  95%

Regulation Reduction
  90%

Federal Budget & Debt Reform
  86%

Healthcare Reform
  79%

Energy Policy Reform
  76%

Federal Infrastructure Investments
  73%

Trade Policy to Support U.S. Jobs
  73%

  97% Agree

  2% Neutral

  1% Disagree

  97% Agree

  2% Neutral

  1% Disagree

  55% Agree

  26% Neutral

  19% Disagree

   53% Hopeful

   9% Neutral

   38% Lack Hope

  50% Agree

  25% Neutral

  25% Disagree

  52% Agree

  19% Neutral

  28% Disagree



Demographics
NWYC’s Q2 2017 Index on the Sentiment 
of Small Business Towards Congress, 
conducted between June 27-30, 2017, 
is based on data collected from 1,414 
respondents within NWYC’s membership, 
using two email prompts to participate. 
Respondents represented individuals 
from 46 U.S. states. 59% of respondents 
employ between one and nine people 
and 37% of respondents employ between 
10-99 people. 67% of respondents are 
ages 45-64. Industries represented 
include: construction (18%), services 
(18%), manufacturing (14%), retail trade 
(12%), agriculture/forestry/fishing (8%), 
finance/insurance/real estate (8%), 
transportation/communications/utilities 
(5%), wholesale trade (4%), mining (2%) 
and other (11%).
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About National Write Your Congressman
National Write Your Congressman (NWYC) is an organization that gives small businesses a voice in American government. As 
the nation’s largest, privately held, nonpartisan membership organization made up of small businesses, NWYC is dedicated 
to the delivery of constituent opinions to representatives in Washington. For more almost 60 years, NWYC has provided 
small business owners and operators the tools necessary to connect with members of Congress and a platform to let their 
collective voice be heard. NWYC’s team of experts provides unbiased, nonpartisan information and research on top issues 
and pending legislation relevant to small business owners today. NWYC presents both sides of the issue so that members can 
form an educated opinion and let their opinions be heard. For more information, visit: www.nwyc.com.

Sentiment Toward Future Economy
Small business describes the future economy with cautious optimism. Those who are bullish 
express hope, growth, and promise. Those who are bearish express uncertainy, stagnation, and 
gridlock.

What one word best describes the future U.S. economy?

2016 Q4

  52% Agree

  21% Neutral

  27% Disagree

2017 Q2

  62% Agree

  18% Neutral

  20% Disagree

Trust in Congress
NWYC Members show increasing 
confidence in and a connection with their 
own elected officials. Since the end of 
2016, the index shows a dramatic 10% 
increase in this sentiment.

My Members of Congress know my 
opinions on important issues:


